Evaluation Summary
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Avg
Evaluation Average

Total Evaluations Entered: 52

4.9

Question 1

4.8

Diabetes Overview: Describe
Review Diabetes Management Goals
Understand Education Strategies and
Review Insulin Therapy and Pattern Mgmt
Compare Medications for Type 2 Diabetes
Discuss 3 key concepts of Medical
Understand Survival Skills

4.8
4.8
4.9
4.8
4.8
4.8
4.8

Question 2

4.9

Beverly Thomassian, RN, BC-ADM, MPH,

5.0

4.9

4.8

4.9

4.9

Question 3

4.9

Training meeting expanded my knowledge on this topic
Training meeting helped my learning.
This training/meeting was facilitated effectively.
Adequate time was given for questions and answers.
Overall, I found this training/meeting valuable.

4.9
4.9
4.9
4.8
5.0
5.0
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Question 4
The knowledge of the facilitator
Great speaker
Pathophysiology review
Facilitator was engaging and very knowledgeable
Presentation light-hearted but still scientific
Case studies- allowed me to relate to my own pt’s
Great speaker - love the humor!
Speaker style
Slides provided visuals
Know more updated
The speaker was engaging
Learning about different drugs (the different types)
Style of energy of speaker
Diabetes care and improve practice
Content, organization, delivery
Reviewing how meds work in the body
All
Learning more about oral meds
Practical information
Reeducation
Excellent review and update
Great job in presentation
Good powerpoint; stick to the topics; good facilitation
Tx options
Instructor’s personality, teaching props, slides. Enthusiasm, very knowledgeable; effective teaching tone of voice; credible,
excellent pocket and charts.
Repeating info through quize
Delivery clear and engaging
Presentation style of presenter is very effective
Visual aides along with Beverly’s enthusiasm, passionate and personal delivering and awesome humor. Her emphasis on
compassionate and curious teaching vs. judgmental or pre-agenda methods
Instructor was very knowledgeable
Pillow, model, good sense of humor
The clear presentation
Use of insulin - answered some questions on a particular pt issue
Presenter has great enthusiasm
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Question 5
Change my approach to educating patients, family, friends, and church members about diabetes
Improve ability to adjust insulins
Ask more questions
My presentation and info will change
Better care of my patients
Talk to patients with empathy
I am more confident to begin one-on-one diabetic meetings w/pt’s to change their lifestyle
Feel more comfortable about talking to my pt. about meds
More education with pt’s
More emphasis on asking pt what they are willing to do or change
Improve teaching at our center
Would tackle meds in the morning before lunch
Review again and learn about the topic presented
Increased knowledge, feel more comfortable reviewing/educating my patients
Check feet more
Talk to patients about insulin more
Listen more, talk less, tailor my education to the patients’ interests and present situation. Investigate and identify barriers
None
Teach my pt better
Looking @ diet and pts’ medication more closely
Have information to present to provider to explain my reason on med A
Better equipped to meet with patients and in reviewing meds
Review xxx glueon control with pts. and case manager
I have a better way of educating my patient
None
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Question 6
none
Great class
Learned the props and the presenter was entertaining!
Great speaker
We need pt education charts. Thank you!
None
Directions from website sent us to the wrong building
Just excellent!
Knowledgeable, excellent, give good case studies from experience
Thank you for this “another opportunity” for a review.
absolutely excellent! Really enjoyed this teaching/learning session.
Great class! Thank you.
Great presenter!
Thank you. Leave the CE xx in an organized way
Great instructor!
The directions were not good, sign on the lobby would had been nice
I was pleasantly surprised how well (and painlessly) a lot of info was provided
Excellent presenter; had great control, held interest of a large group
Really enjoyed having the diverse group of folks from outside kp
Very well done
very good skills @ reinforcing leanings throughout class & via Bingo
Great job.

